Minor in Education

At A Glance

Degree Type: Minor in Education
Program Length: Five Courses
Application Deadline: None; Declare with academic advisors

The Minor in Education welcomes undergraduates from any major at Carolina. The five-course minor is designed to inform your understanding of schools in a democratic society, build your capacity to think critically about educational issues, and prepare you to be an engaged civic leader in public service to underserved populations. The minor offers insights into a wide range of topics that are taught by leading scholars in their respective fields.

Deepen your knowledge and develop a critical understanding of educational issues — applicable across careers
Minor in Education

All students pursuing the Education Minor:

- Choose from **more than 30 courses in the School of Education**, which span topics from leadership in education settings to educational policy, from social justice in education to the history of higher education, among many other topics. Students can also choose from select courses offered by the College of Arts & Sciences.
- Complete the **capstone course**, which examines issues and ideas in education, and provides students with the opportunity to conduct research focused on an area of interest in education, broadly defined.
- **Graduate with a fuller understanding of persistent educational issues** and current debates — knowledge that can be applied in many professional and educational settings.

How will you propel the world?

To learn more about the Minor in Education:
Contact Rachel Winters at rwinters@email.unc.edu or (919) 962-6025

Visit ed.unc.edu/minor